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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is the process of storing large amount of data in order to have efficient retrieval for future
use. Cloud computing doesn't provide storage capabilities only instead it is capable of having many security
features. Initially when the data storage of user was encourage using cloud capabilities then it is observed
that the plain-text data is intercept by intermediate communicator and manipulated. In our work the
encryption is performed by applying the technique of Homomorphic encryption. The storage of data in
performed in AWS, where the data is stored in such a form that service provider will not be capable of
manipulation hence result in efficient processing. The work will contribute in field of security as in public
cloud the accessing is provided to multiple clients.
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INTRODUCTION

4. Data privacy
As it is well-known that data is stored in so many

In all the field of cloud security is one of the prime
goals. No matter where the data is being kept at
network layer, application layer or at presentation
layer, the security is always a big question. The
cloud computing is associated with so many
technologies, some security issues which must be
taken into consideration while providing cloud
security[6] is mentioned as below:
1. Availability:
In cloud security environment availability is highly
desired as user needs to access their data anytime
they want, hence data must be available to client
end, third party as well as server. Third party
services are usually important in bulk amount of
data. Along with it, access control, authentication
and authorization is also needed in cloud security.

data centers hence its physical location is unknown
to user. Each country is having legal policies hence
users are very much afraid of storing their
confidential data on cloud servers. The privacy
issues in uploading data on sites can be realized
from the work observed by Pearson [9].
The

security

policy

of

cryptography

provides the feature of encryption which states the
data will be converted in unreadable format. The
encrypted data is tough to read until decryption is
being performed, but there are the techniques which
suggest the encrypted data can be converted into
readable format using appropriate keys. As the
processing on data is desired the decryption have
had to done. The data travel in cloud in explained
through diagram given below:

Network attacks are one of the major threats in
communication [2].
2. Data recovery
If any unauthorized access to data is being found
then the third party which is doing so is discarded
as authorized party, in that case there is high risk of
data theft and data privacy issues. Hence data
destruction is major concern in cloud environment.
Fig. 1. Data cycle in cloud

3. Third party services
User is highly depended on third party vendors for
storage and transfer of their data, this data can be
witness from intruders as well as sometimes from
the third party vendors as well. The work suggest
there should not be dependency on one such cloud
providers, it should be large in numbers.

Cloud security is one of the major criteria in current
scenario. The users are trying to make their data as
convenient as possible. The cloud providers are
available in large amount and each one is trying to
provide their users best possible features. The
increase in cloud computing popularity occurs from
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the day to day use of applications like social
networking sites, blogs and many others.

At initial Homomorphism is introduced by Rivest,

Homomorphic encryption is the encryption
technique which allow to have encryption with the
feature that doesn't required your text to be
decrypted in order to perform processing, hence if
any third party vendor is present in mid between
then it is very difficult for that to get the
confidential

information

which

is

exchanged

between client and server.
Homomorphic encryption can be to two
types first in which only one operation is performed
know as partial homomorphism[3], whereas second
is one in which all possible operations can be
performed. Homomorphic encryption is based on
the concept of providing the security from third
party data theft. The mechanism allows to have data
processing from third party but not anything else
apart from them. Researchers also claim that till
date fully homomorphic encryption is not achieved.
The mechanism of the scenario is shown in figure
below:

LITERATURE REVIEW

Adleman and Dertouzos in their work, after the
invention of RSA crypt-system [10]. In their work
they proposed the mechanism but was unable to
find the solution. All the inventors of traditional and
very secure algorithm of cryptography initiates to
find

their

solution

where

multiplicative

homomorphism is given by RSA [11]. Partial
homomorphism scheme is also contributed by
Goldwasser and Micali [13 ], ElGamal [14] and
Paillier [15]. Fontaine & Galand [16] has conferred
a survey of homomorphic encryption whereas
Gentry gives the concept of fully homomorphic
encryption in his work [17].
Numerous researchers proposed the variants of
Gentry’s model with some additional features.
Smart and Vercauteren suggested Homomorphic
encryption on smaller size cipher-text [18]. The
arithmetic operations over integers are proposed by
Dijk, Gentry, Halevi, and Vaikuntanathan[19].
Faster improvement to Gentry’s model is proposed
by Stehle and Steinfield [20]. Y Govinda Ramaiah
researched ―Efficient Public Key Homomorphic
Encryption over Integer Plaintexts‖[4].

PROBLEM DOMAIN
It has been finding since very long that data transfer
using cloud services is widely adopted. But the data
in it doesn't have any assurance of not getting
Fig. 2. Homomorphic encryption

misuse or theft in communication. The sender
though sends encrypted data need to get decrypted
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at receiving end. In mid between the cloud vendor

inbuilt capability of connecting through Database of

perform storage and retrieval, but their always the

Amazon. Each user will have some credentials and

shared key which allow cloud vendor to have access

can login and logout to system as per the need.

to data. There should be some encryption technique

Initially the instance on AWS of database is created,

which facilitates cloud vendor data access but not

and then tables and proper schema are designed.

the content of data.

Access control policies are planned to provide
different access rights to different users. The

SOLUTION DOMAIN

installation of Amazon SDK [23] is performed with

Cloud security is one of the major issues in field of
computer science. As cloud is not just responsible
for not just storing of data but it provides facilities
like IaaS, PaaS which signify it can provide services
which can have platform and entire infrastructure as
well. Cloud services also allows user to have in
organization and out organization facilities also
with the help of private, public and hybrid cloud.
All the large enterprises are funding in this field
some of the well-known examples are Google
Drive, Amazon AWS, Windows Azure, Hadoop
and many such. All this cloud providers are the
market achiever from the fact that they designed the
well-mannered layered protocol before providing
any of the services. Thus in order to make everyone

In our work, we are providing the algorithm for
Homomorphic

encryption

which is desired is Kepler. The algorithm is given
in next part.
1)

Algorithm

In the given algorithm the parameters input are
given as under:
a) Secret key: Spr1, Spr2
b) Public key: Ppu1, Ppu2
c) Number which is input: N
d) Random numbers: Rand1 , Rand2
e) Input is given as Spr1=64 bit, Spr2= 16 bit and
number to be encrypted N=any natural
number,

then

Rand1

and

are

calculated as
f) Rand1=256 bit number
g) Rand2= 256 bit number

more cloud friendly cloud security is must.

implementing

the help of previous work and the version of Eclipse

by

implementation of it of Amazon web services. The
aim is to have the processing which must be strong
enough to ensure no data theft in process of
transfer.
Cloud server is responsible for data storage and

Consider four bit number K' compute
h) Ppu1 = Spr1 * Rand1 and
i) Ppu2 = (Spr1 * Rand2) + KK'
j) T1 , T2 are a 4-bit random integer
Perform Encryption and get
k) P0= [ T1 Ppu1] mod Ppu2
Encryption

accessibility is provided only to registered user. The
IDE used in this work is Eclipse in which there is

l) Cipher Text C = [N + T2 P0] mod Ppub1

Rand2
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Decryption is performed and get back plain text

authenticating only then it allows the data

N=input natural number.

transfer to user. Cloud server is responsible

2)

Modules

for data storage and accessibility is provided

 Client Machine- The client request for the

only to registered user.

data using its terminal, in order to access the

Once the required step up is formed the Java code

desired data.

with respect to it is created. The flowchart of given

 Login- Each user will have the definite

work is mentioned below:

credentials with the help of which user will
sign in to the system if input given are
validated only.
 Key Selection- Each user will have certain
key with the help of which user will login
into the system, the keys are responsible for
encryption and decryption.
 Query- After one connection of assigning
the credentials, user is allow to have
connection as many times he wants to , user
fires the query and get the desired result.
 Computations- In order to get the result the
computations are performed based on the
query feed by the user.
 Encrypt and store- The data is converted
into unreadable form and then feed to cloud

Fig. 3. Algorithm for given work
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